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Dear Precious Friends and Ministry Team Members,

It’s hard for us to believe. . .but, after more than twenty years of ministry to hurting families around
the world, we are facing the potential of losing much that we have built together and a powerful tool
that has been used by God to touch hundreds of thousands of lives. After returning from our last
ministry tour in Mainland China, we began to experience unprecedented financial losses and
withering attack on our resources. Our home / ministry headquarters has been for sale many months
now as we have tried to trim costs and reverse rising deficits. So far, God has not provided a buyer
for our property and escalating overhead costs have brought us to a breaking point! We continue to
face dramatic rises in gas prices, aging equipment (like our ministry van with nearly 300,000 miles),
expenses for schooling and provision for our children and, even, a hospitalization for Bruce in ’07
which left us without income for several months! Despite all that we have faced in these times, we
have continued to minister faithfully and have tried to raise support for our on-going outreaches in
Asia and for family music recordings which have dealt with important issues and ministered to so
many over the years. Unfortunately, during this time, funds that have been raised have not been able
to further our outreaches but have merely enabled us to survive. This is why we have been praying
for God’s miracle of abundant provision!!

W hen we were commissioned as “Missionaries to the Family” and stepped into this calling on our
lives, Brittany was 3 and Brent was 18 months old! Now with four children, all six members of our
family team (and even our two busy college students) are all, wholeheartedly, dedicated to seeing
God fulfill His destiny on our lives as we minister together. Even amid the stress and difficulties of
this past year, we traveled across the U.S. and saw more than 500 decisions for Jesus Christ!
Marriages were re-committed, families were restored and God’s truth was spoken with power. Many
of you have witnessed these mighty moves of God and have supported us for many years. Right
now, we need your help more than ever before! This ministry has been solely supported by the
generous love gifts of God’s people for 20 years. We have not wanted to alarm anyone with news
about these needs, but if God has blessed you, would you be willing to help us in a significant way at
this time? This month, we are facing an immediate need of $20,000. and your special Easter
Resurrection Offering will help us conquer these challenges. As you remember us financially, please,
also remember to pray that God will continue to use us and open miraculous doors as we minister.
Your Servants for Families and His Harvest,

Bruce and Brenda, Brittany, Brent, Brook & Bryson
The Jackson Family
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